
 

Hanse 575 Charter with the Best Amenities for a Comfortable Sailing Vacation  

 

Hanse 575 is undoubtedly a great yacht model that will help you to enjoy the real pleasures of 

sailing. The new Hanse 575 is a total implementation of new trend in yacht class. It comes with a 

very bold attitude of pushing the limits in every aspect of the design, functionality, luxury and 

safety. With 4+1 cabins and 4+1 WC it is perfect for larger groups of 10 guests. It is not just 

setting new trends but setting a new level of concept which will be loved by the sailors for the 

years to come. It is available with no less than six different interior arrangements to 

accommodate a wide range of sailor’s particular needs. Build quality is solid. The boat has no 

trouble accommodating two or three couples and their children and one or two capable sailors 

who can easily handle the boat in almost any condition. 

Equipment list of Hanse 575 Charter: 

The yacht model comes with the best deck and cockpit equipment. The model comes with 

different equipment like anchor windlass electric, main anchor-chain, fenders, hand bilge pump 

and handle, gangway, electric gangway, swimming ladder, door panels-keys, boat hook, winch 

handles, dinghy, pump, oars, spare anchor, mooring lines, teak deck, cockpit table, cockpit 

cushions. When it comes to navigation equipments and systems, the model comes with cockpit 

compass, speed log, echo sounder, wind instruments, hand bearing comp, divider, parallel ruler, 

GPS, plotter, VHF, clock, barometer, binoculars and also autopilot option.  

Basic Specifications of the Charter: 

The Hanse 575 charter could be a great cruising boat for owners who are interested in a wide 

variety of sailing, from fun-minded transoceanic cruising rallies to coastal-cruising adventures 

with family and friends. In case, if you are planning to sail for the first time, choosing a sailing 

package provided by a reputed charter agency could be the best option. This will help you to 

enjoy all the services and facilities you need within your budget limits. Most of the times, a 

sailing package comes with different options like sightseeing, food, accommodation, 

transportation etc.  On the other hand, you also have an option to include different activities and 

events based on your unique needs and budget. In case, if you are not able to find the right 

package for your sailing needs, researching on the web could be the best option. This will also 

help you to find different deals and discounts offered by the service providers from which you 

can choose the best for your real needs and budget. 

http://www.monoflot.com/charter-fleet-vr/luxury-charter/

